Abstract-We propose a new architecture fnr efficient network monitoring and measurements in a traditional IP netw,ork. This new architecture enables estahlishmrnt nf niultiple paths (tunnels) hetween source-destination pairs without having to modify the underlying routing prntoeol(s). Based nn the proposed architecture we propose a measurement-based multi-path rmuting algorithni derived from simultaneous perturbation stochastic appmrimution. The proposed algorithm does not assume that the gradient o f analytical cost function is known to the algorithm, hut rather relies on noky estiniates from nimsurenimts. Using the analytical model presented in the paper we prove the canvergenee of the algorithm to the optimal solution. Simulation results are presented to denionstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm under a variety of network scenarios. A comparative study with an existing nptimal routing algorithm, MATE, is also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION Rapid growth of the Internet and the emergence of new demanding services have sparked interests in the Internet traffic engineering. As defined in [I] . traffic engineering deals with the issue of performance evaluation and performance optimization o l operational IP networks and encompasses the ineusirreiiient. churucterizafion. inodeling and cont1ol of the Internet traffic.
Due to the evolution of the Internet from ARPANET, traditional routing algorithms for IP networks are mostly based on shortest path routing. However. methods relying on a single path between a source-destination pair cannot efficiently utilize network resources and offer limited control capabilities for traffic engineering [I] . Various solutions derived from shortest path routing algorithms have been suggested, mainly by modifying link metrics in accordance with the network dynamics (See [2] . [3]). However, these approaches have several shortcomings that have not been addressed effectively. First, they tend to have network-wide effect and can result in undesirahle and unanticipated traffic shifts [l] . Second. these schemes cannot distribute the load among the paths of different cost. Third. they do not consider the uaffic/policy constraints. such as avoiding certain links for particular source-destination pairs [41. MultiProtocol Label Switching (MP1.S) technology has offered new traffic engineering capabilities that can help overcome these limitations [ 5 ] , [6] . Many schemes have been proposed based on MPLS technology [41. flowever_ these methods require that the existing IP intiastructure be replaced with MPLS capable devices. and therefore raises a major investment question for b e Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
In a recent study presented in [7] we have proposed a new architecture that provides traffic engineering capabilities within a domain without requiring major changes in the infrastructure of I P Networks. and addresses some of the limitations of basic shortest path schemes mentioned earlier. This new architecture does nnt need the traditional IP routers tn be replaced or modified. Rather it requires simple devices (such as PCs or network processors) to be carefully placed inside the intradomain network. creating overlay paths between sourcedestination (SD) pairs. Furthermore. the architecture allows grudirul deployment of such devices. resulting in improved network performance with the addition of each new device. This provides ISPs with an alternative solution to achieve desired level of performance at potentially much lower costs. We will give a brief description of this architecture in Section IV. However. the details of this architecture are not the sub.ject of this paper. For more details on the architecture refer to 171.
Here. we will assume that the overlay architecture provides the following traffic engineering capahilities required for optimal routing: establishment of nnrlliple purhs hetween S D pairs a i d efficient distribution of local network state information to the snurce nodes.
The focus of this paper is the 1rafJic mapping (load balancing) problem; that is the assignment of traffic load Onto pre-estahlished paths to meet certain requirements [I] . In this paper? we propose an asynchronous distributed optimal routing algorithm hased on stochastic approximation theory. using local network state information. The model is similar to that in [41, with the following differences. In [41, although the authors have mentioned b a t the cost rleriwtives cannot be computed and should be estimated by measurements. the mathematical analysis given in the paper does not consider this fact and implicitly assumes that the analytical gradient function is available to the alporithm. In addition. the details of the process of estimating Uie cost gradient are not given. and the method described in 181 appears to be a variant of well-known jnitr differences method ([9] . [IO] ). However. this issue is not clearly or explicitly stated in the aforementioned references. This point is crucial in the sense that the convergence of the optimal routing algorithm strongly depends on the conditions defining this estimation process as described in the stochastic approximation literature (See [lo] , [11L 1121).
In this study we consider the same problem while relaxing the assumption that the analytical gradient function is available.
The prnposed nieasiirPirient bused ulgoritlim is derived from the idea of simultaneous perturhation stochastic approximation (SPSA). This allows us to greatly reduce the number of' measurements required for estimating the gradient. while at the same time we have approximately the same level of accuracy as the classical finite differences method at each iteration. By reducing the nririih~r of ~~~ea.s~~re~r~enrs. we obtain a better overall convergence rate due to the fact that each measurement requires a non-negligible amount of time in a networking environment. We will discuss these issues in more detail in the following sections. As presented in Section V. a simulation based study also demonstrates that the proposed algorithm outperforms the algorithm proposed in [4] .
From a broader point of view. a special case of the proposed algorithm provides an optimal solution to more general problems that have a siinp1e.r consIrain/ sct. (Specifically. we are referring to the single SD pair scenarios as the special case.)
Although applications of SPSA to the constrained optimization problems have generated a certain level of interest in the literature. the simplex constraint set problems have not been handled properly as we will discuss in the following :section.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Secti.on II we define the optimization problem. and give a brief overview on stochastic approximation Tor readers who are not familiar with the topic. Section Ill presents the optimal routing algorithm. and proves its stability and optimality. Section IV discusses the implementation issues. Section V describes the experimental setup used to study the performance of the proposed algorithm.
and presents the simulation results. We conclude the paper and discuss possible topics of future work in Section VI.
THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

A. 77ie Routing Model
In this section. we define the optimization problem of interest , describe the network model used for the analysis. and list basic assumptions we make. We will closely follow the formulation in [41 due to the similarity of the problem.
The network is modeled by a set L of unidirectional links. Let S = {l: ?>. . . ~ S} denote the set of SD pairs. An SD pair s has a set P, C 2 ' of paths available to it. and iV, = /PSI, 
where e is an arbitrarily small positive constant. For instance.
some of the control packets may be routed along different paths available between an SD pair. We can use the well known gradient proiection algorithm to solve this constrained optimization problem. where the conswaint set 0 is defined by (4) and (5). Each iteration of the algoridim takes the form:
where VC!(k) is the gradient vector whose [ . % I I )~" element is the first derivative length of path y E P, at iteration I;
> 0 is the step size. and 11, [ 1?] is the projection of a vector 19 onto the feasible set with respect to the Euclidean norm.
The [151 and [161) .
The general constrained SA has the same form as ( 6 ) with the gradient vector VC!(k) replaced by its approximation j ( k ) . The approximation is typically obtained through measurement.? of C.'(:E) around ~( k ) .
Under appropriate conditions. one can show that :c(k) converges to the solution of (3) 
convergence can still be established. However, when 0 is a
. Under these conditions. there is no existing proof on the convergence of an SPSA algorithm that we can directly apply to our problem. ( In [12] , although authors claim that they have proved the convergence for the case of a network of queues with similar constraints. they do not consider the issue where A(k) = (A,(k)> A2(I;): ... ;A,,,(k) ]. the vector of the mentioned ahove in the proofs.) random perturbations for SP. needs to satisfy certain conditions
In the next section. we will resolve this technical issue by as will he discussed in the following section.
a simple method and present a formal proof of the SPSA ~~t h of the above approximations have a "two-sided" algorithm under these consminu.
where c ( k ) is some positive number, ei denotes a unit vector with one in the i-th position and zeros elsewhere. and y(.) denotes the measured cost function with measurement noise. ~n alternative method to estimate the gradient is called he Sisrirlraneoss Pertrrrbafion (SP). In this method. all elements of :c(k) are randomly perturbed together to obtain two measurements g(.). The i-th component of B(k) is computed by 
where is (A.) is the approximation to the gradient vector VC, ( I ; ) given by the SPSA algorithm and is given by 
fj, . ( k ) :- to 0, for all s t S using L2 projection while calculating i 3 ( k ) . This is explained in the Appendix in details. Finally, Note that SD pairs may have different step sizes u 3 ( k ) for a given iteration. This brings about a level of asynchronism between S i 3 pairs in the sense that SU pairs can independently respond to the dynamics of the network. ' Hnwever. we assume that SD pairs update their rates once every iteration after they start running the algorithm. This assumption makes Sense since at each iteration SD pairs should make use of the mcsnitoring information that is already available. This is. however. nnt to say that the updates take place simultaneously. The emor due to this asychronism is assumed to he absorbed into the error terms /c,;(k) in (9).
For the optimality of the new algorithm. we need to show ( 8 ) converges to the same point z: as (7) for all SD pairs. For this. we iise the following result of [IS] for the standard SA algorithm:
then : c ( k ) -z* with probability 1. where b ( k ) and ,:(k) are defined as
For the convergence of the algorithm we assume that the following conditions are true: The proof of the Proposition 3.2 is given in Appendix.
Note that in our model each SD pair runs the algorithm independently in a distributed fashion.
B. Meas~tr~ramt process
In this section. we provide the details of the measurement process and ils effect nn the overall performance of the proposed algorithm. We will also point out benefits of SPSA based algorithms over the FDSA alternatives.
As we mentioned earlier. 
(~( k ) A~( k ) )
made by SD pairs are all zero mean. the effect of SD pairs to each other can effectively be modeled as a zero mean noise. In other words, when different S D pairs that are sharing common links do measurements simultaneously. they will create an additional noise term to each other. However. from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. we know that the convergence of the overall algorithm is valid under these conditions. Due to this reason. we have the important flexibility to allow SD pairs ti) operate i n a totally independent fashion so that each SD pair can freely perturh its paths. As a consequence. a potential overhead that would be caused by the coordination protocols is eliminated. Furthermore. we can significantly reduce the time spent on the meaurement process by simply overlapping these measurements. So. we can achieve a much faster convergence with respect to an FDSA alternative. since we effectively reduce the time between iterations by overlapping measurements while the accuracy of each iteration remains approximately the same as discussed earlier.
Here we would like to note that even though the simultaneous operation of SD pairs is beneficial to the convergence process. on a given sample path that the algorithm follows it may increase the magnitude of the overall error term observed during the measurements, In that case. it may actually slow down the convcrgence temporarily especially when the sign of one or more component of the gradient is inverted due to high amount Pro@ of noise. However. since the additional noise term due to this simul~aneous operation is zero mean. on the average there is no effect on the convergence process. Moreover. one can still improve the performance observed on a givcn sample path by making simple modifications to the base algorithm as we explain below. Let us first give an example to illustrate how the sign of the gradient can be inverted by simultaneous operation of SD pairs. Suppose an SD pair s has a path passing through a bottleneck link '. which is also shared by some two other SD pairs. Suppose also that s increases the amount of load it is sending on this path as a result of a random perturbation made by the gradient estimation process. At the same time. it is possible that the other two SD pairs decrease their corresponding path rates and ultimately the overall effect may be a decrease in the cost of the bottleneck link. Under these conditions, SD pair s will possibly observe a decrease in the overall.cost although it increases its rate over the bottleneck link. This may result in an erroneous decision in the next iteration and slows the convergence prwess as a result. However. with simple modifications using problem specific information that is already available at the source nodes, the adverse effects of this noise term can he eliminated. Specifically, by taking the current state of the paths into consideration. a source node can double check the decisions made at the current iteration using the information it already has and avoid taking erroneous actions like the one given in the example above. Particularly. the existence of the following conditions are checked by the source nodes at each iteration: An SD pair s tries to increase the load of a path that is already realizing drops. An SD pair s tries to increase/decrease the utilization of a path. which is already the highest/lowest utilization path.
. An SD pair s tries to increasekiecrease the load of a path. whose utilization level is closer to highestAowest utilization path than to the IowesWhighest utilization path.
Whenever such a situation is detected'. the algorithm simply ignores the calculated iterate values and continues to use old rates ( i f . , : c , , i ( k + 1) = :~~~~( k ) ) .
As a result; we limit the possible adverse effects of the simultaneous perturbation where the sign of an entry in the gradient vector is estimated wrongly.
On the other hand. when the sign of the entries of the estimated gradient vector does not change. the projection algorithm will still be working in the negative derivative direction. Consequently. we still get closer to the neighborhood of the optimal operating point though it may be with a slower rate under certain cases compared to the noiseless case.
Considering these facts. we can intuitively say that the performance of the algorithm improves with this modification. Although a formal treatment of the convergence rate of the JWe ilssunie that n hottlensck link hna an m i v d rate that lends to hc greater thao its depmurz rate.
'Some of the mnditmns given u h v c arz valid spdcilically for netwwks having links with equal capacities and paths with equal p t h Isngths. Howzvcr. siMlar conditions a n easily he dclincd for more general nztwwk settings.
proposed algoriihm is required before drawing any definitive conclusions about the behavior of the algorithm. simulation results presented in Section V show that the optimal routing scheme clearly outperforms the algorithm suggested in [41.
Another issue regarding the measurement process is the effects ol asynchronous operation of SD pairs. It is proved in [41 that. with increasing asynchronism. the convergence process gets slowcr. In other words, this result suggests that the larger the value of to gets, the slower will be the convergence. where t o is defined to he maximum time lag between the iterate point ( r ( t ) ) and time when the measurements are taken (:c(tt o ) ) . On the other hand, in the SPSA case as asynchronism between the SD pairs increases. the magnitude of the error term in measurements gets smaller since the time that the measurements overlap with each other gets shorter and this may cause a marginal performance increase on the overall system with increased asynchronism. Considering these two effects of asynchronism. we can say that there exists a trade-off between the benetils gained by nverlapping the measurements and benefits of having relatively less noisy measurements. As we will see in Section V_ up to a certain level of asynchronism both effects mainly cancel each other and the performance of the algorithm does not change. When the asynchronism increases further. it turns out that to is dominant over the benefits of less noisy measurements and the convergence starts to get slower.
When we look to the F'DSA case, it is hard to discuss asynchronism since we need a certain level of coordination hetween SD pairs so that each SD pair does measurements 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In this section. we present a new overlay architecture to provide traffic engineering capab es. Here. we will give a brief overview of the architecture. lhe dctails of the overlay architecture can be found in [71.
A. Putlr Establishinent
Alternative paths between SD pairs are created using overlay nodes. The overlay nodes are located at all the sourcedestination nodes as well as at some core nodes. The idea is similar to the ones presented i n 1231 and [?4], with the difference that the overlaying is done intra-domain as opposed to inter-domain. When a packet is sent along the shortest path, it will be forwarded in the same way as the traditional IP networks. On the other hand. if the packet is to be sent through an alternative path. it will be processed at the source overlay node'and an additional IP header will be attached to the packet. This way the packet can be forwarded ti) a carefully placed overlay node that is lying along the particular alternative path.
As soon as this overlay node gets the packet. it removes thc outer IP header and forwards the packet to the tinal destination (or possibly to another overlay node). By this methodology. one can utilize as many alternative paths as needed. Note that using this &hilecture. we can still employ the simple shortest path routing inside the network. This allows us to use the existing traditional routers without any modification. The overlaying capabilities can be realized by attaching a simple device (e.g.. a PC or a network processor) to the existing routers. This device simply processes the packets. adds or removes IP headers before the hasic forwarding operation is made at the routers.
As a final remark. we would like to emphasize the point that the proposed optimal routing algorithm does not necessitate the use of the overlaying architecture. For instance. it can alsc 
B. Tructfic Monitoring
Traffic monitoring is also handled by the overlay architecture.
Each link in the network.is mapped to the closest overlay node with a certain tie-breaking rule that gives a unique mapping [7] . Overlay nodes periodically poll the links that they are responsible for. process the data and forward necessary local state information to the SD pairs utilizing the corresponding links in a coordinated way. (Note that this way the links are not required to be probed by each SD pair.) While sending the information to a source node of a specific SD pair. the overlay nodes also aggregate the information gathered from different links as much as possible. Far instance. the cost information obtained from the links that are on a particular path of an SD pair s are aggregated hy the overlay nodes, using the fact that the cost structure is additive according to the definition given in ( 3 ) . As a consequence. the overhead caused by the distribution of the link state information is minimized.
C. Truflc Filtering
For QoS purposes, special care should be given while splitting the traffic at the source nodes. Specifically. one should avoid the well-known reordering problems especially for the TCP traffic. The nptimal routing algorithm proposed in this paper does not require and specify how a particular packet should be routed along the network. Instead. it calculates the rates at which the traffic should be distributed dong the alternative paths between SD pairs. Therefore. any existing filtering scheme that minimizes the reordering problem can be used for this purpose. A possible solution is presented in L41 that depends on the use of hash-functions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A N D SIMULATION RESULTS
The purpose of this section is to identify the characteristics of the proposed routing algorithm and evaluate its performance under various networkrng conditions. Using simulations. we would like to verify that the algorithm is stable and robust in such a way that it minimizes congestion and quickly halances the load among multiple-paths between SD pairs in a reasonable period of time.
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In all simulations, the period of link state measurements is selected . w one second. As a consequence. SD pairs can update their rates at hest approximately every two seconds since we require two measurements for estimating the gradient vector according to the SPSA.
Experiments are simulated under two network topologies.
The first topology, which is horrowed from [4] is given in Figure 1 . This topology allows us to obtain insights ahout the fundamental behavior of the proposed algorithm due its simplicity. In addition, it serves us as a base setup so that we can make a comparison with the MATE algorithm presented in [4] . We have threc SD pairs (SI-Dl. S2-D2 and S3-D3) and each pair has two distinct palhs. Note that this creates a considerable amount of interaction hetween these SD pairs. (See [25] for the details o l this setup.) A random delay is introduced hefore each SD pair starts running the optimal routing algorithm to guarantee that Lhe SD pairs are not synchronized. (The maximum value of this random delay is defined as offset.) As shown in Figures  2 and 3 . the algorithm quickly eliminaks the congestion and successfully balances the traffic in a short time. Moreover. these results show that the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms the MATE algorithm. While MATE requires around 400-5011' The cross traffic rite is I5 Mhps and cannot he shifted to any alternative paths as before.
In Figure 7 . we illustrate how the load is distributed after the algorithm starts. The links that we have plotted are selected in such a way that each of them is located on a different alternative path that can divert the traffic sent through link (3-12). The only exception is link (12-16). which demonstrates how the traffic load is migrated away from the paths that were traversing link (3-1'2). In addition. Figure 8 shows the totnl number of '%is pcdornlancz result is verified under sewral sample path:: created hy diffirznt random seeds. packets droppcd in the entire network. We observe from both figures that the algorithm can rapidly eliminate congestion and distribute the load among the multiplc paths between the SD pairs. Thk result is encouraging in the sense that the proposed algorithm converges in reasonable time scales even under the cases where many SD pairs have independent and asynchronous operation.
VI. CoNcLusloN
In this paper, we have focused on the optimal multi-path routing problem where the link cost derivatives can only be estimated but cannot be calculated analytically. We mathematically proved the optimalily and stability of the proposed algorithm. ,(k)-' ). using the hounds on k [(A,(k) 
